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Indulging Our Gendered Selves? Sex
Segregation by Field of Study in 44
Countries1
Maria Charles
University of California, Santa Barbara
Karen Bradley
Western Washington University
Data from 44 societies are used to explore sex segregation by field
of study. Contrary to accounts linking socioeconomic modernization
to a “degendering” of public-sphere institutions, sex typing of cur-
ricular fields is stronger in more economically developed contexts.
The authors argue that two cultural forces combine in advanced
industrial societies to create a new sort of sex segregation regime.
The first is gender-essentialist ideology, which has proven to be
extremely resilient even in the most liberal-egalitarian of contexts;
the second is self-expressive value systems, which create opportu-
nities and incentives for the expression of “gendered selves.” Mul-
tivariate analyses suggest that structural features of postindustrial
labor markets and modern educational systems support the culti-
vation, realization, and display of gender-specific curricular
affinities.
In a dramatic reversal of fortune, women have recently gained majority
status among new college and university graduates in the United States
and most other industrial countries (Schofer and Meyer 2005; Buchmann
1 This research was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF
HRD-0332852 and NSF SBR-9808038), the Spencer Foundation, and the American
Educational Research Association. Opinions are those of the authors and not neces-
sarily of the granting agencies. Erin Cech, Colin Ong-Dean, and Mayumi Uno provided
valuable research assistance and comments. Earlier versions were presented at Cornell,
Harvard, Northwestern, UC San Diego, UC Santa Barbara, Stanford, Western Wash-
ington, and Yale. We are grateful to colleagues at these institutions and to the AJS
reviewers for helpful feedback and advice. The first author wishes in particular to
acknowledge contributions by friends and former colleagues at UCSD. Direct corre-
spondence to Maria Charles, Department of Sociology, University of California, Santa
Barbara, California 93106-9430. E-mail: mcharles@soc.ucsb.edu
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and DiPrete 2006; Shavit, Arum, and Gamoran 2007). While it is widely
recognized that institutions of higher education remain internally sex seg-
regated, scholars and policy makers frequently represent women’s im-
pressive enrollment gains as a first step toward the gradual elimination
of gender differentiation within the public sphere. By these accounts, sex
segregation is a traditional relict that will decline under modern com-
petitive pressures, or as egalitarian values are institutionalized and become
manifest in attitudes and career aspirations (Jackson 1998, 2006; National
Agency for Higher Education and Statistics Sweden 1998; Inglehart and
Norris 2003; Baker and Letendre 2005).
Much evidence can be found to support such evolutionary arguments.
The second half of the 20th century has witnessed important and far-
reaching improvements in many aspects of women’s status. Women have
gained formal legal and political rights in most countries, female partic-
ipation in many key institutions has soared, and public support for overtly
discriminatory policies and practices has declined markedly (Ramirez,
Soysal, and Shanahan 1997; England 2006; Jackson 2006). But, with re-
spect to the segregation of educational systems and labor markets, ac-
counts positing an erosion of gender differentiation (“degendering”) have
received little empirical support. U.S. studies point to persistently high
levels of segregation in colleges and universities, with women strongly
underrepresented in science, engineering, and technical programs even in
countries with high overall female enrollment rates (Jacobs 2003; Xie and
Shauman 2003; England and Li 2006; England et al. 2007). Recent com-
parative analyses suggest, moreover, that some forms of segregation are
more, not less, pronounced in the most socially or culturally modern so-
cieties (Bradley 2000; Charles and Bradley 2002, 2006; Charles and
Grusky 2004; Van Langen and Dekkers 2005).
We argue that conventional evolutionary models of women’s status
cannot provide a satisfactory account of cross-national and historical var-
iability in sex segregation by field of study because they underestimate
the enduring cultural force of gender-essentialist ideology (i.e., cultural
beliefs in fundamental and innate gender differences), which has proven
to be extremely influential in shaping life experiences, expectations, and
aspirations, even in the most liberal egalitarian societies (Fenstermaker
and West 2002; Charles and Grusky 2004; Correll 2004; Ridgeway 2006).
The segregative effect of gender-essentialist beliefs is intensified, moreover,
by a strong Western cultural emphasis on individual self-expression and
self-realization that has been diffusing worldwide since World War II
(Meyer and Jepperson 2000; Frank and Meyer 2007) and is today most
clearly evident in affluent late-modern societies (Inglehart 1997; Beck and
Beck-Gernsheim 2001). Because gender remains so central an axis of
human identity, we argue that self-expressive value systems tend to en-
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courage the development and enactment of culturally masculine or fem-
inine affinities. Girls may, for example, be more likely to express an aver-
sion to mathematics and avoid related programs where self-expression is
a legitimate, and even normative, criterion for curricular choice.
Structural features of modern educational systems and labor markets
may also promote gender-differentiated aspirations and their realization.
Today’s highly diversified tertiary curricula were designed to maximize
possibilities for students to exercise expressive choices and to accommo-
date the presumed interests of newly incorporated female students (Brad-
ley and Charles 2004; Frank and Meyer 2007). Postindustrial economies,
with their abundance of female-labeled service jobs, are, likewise, poten-
tially segregative forces. The proliferation of gendered educational and
occupational pathways encourages sex typing of career expectations and
dispositions, even as overt discrimination and exclusionary practices are
delegitimated. Powerful self-fulfilling prophesies thus operate in the gen-
der labeling of occupations, educational fields, and persons.
The current study uses international data and log-linear methodology
to model cross-national variability in sex segregation by field of study as
a function of cultural gender beliefs (i.e., gender gaps in reported affinity
toward mathematics) and macrolevel features of educational systems,
economies, and labor markets. Our sample comprises 44 industrial, tran-
sitional, and developing countries and territories that exhibit considerable
variability with respect to the predictors of interest. This diverse sample
sets our study apart from previous analyses, which have explored rela-
tionships primarily for advanced industrial societies.2
In the following sections we elaborate our arguments regarding the
cultural and structural forces shaping cross-national variability in sex
segregation by field of study. We then introduce our data and describe
men’s and women’s relative distributions across fields in 44 countries and
territories. Contrary to the predictions of many evolutionary theorists, we
find a general tendency for greater segregation of academic fields in more
economically developed contexts. But our multivariate analyses reveal
important discontinuities between developing/transitional and advanced
industrial societies in the processes generating this form of gender in-
equality, suggesting that distinct sex segregation regimes may indeed op-
erate in “materialist” and “postmaterialist” societies. Theoretical and em-
pirical implications are discussed in the concluding section.
2 One might well argue that previous analyses did not constitute fair empirical tests
of evolutionary accounts, since economic development effects were considered only
over a restricted range.
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CULTURE, STRUCTURE, AND THE GENERATION OF SEX
SEGREGATION
The above discussion points to three macrosocietal forces that may work
against a degendering of modern educational institutions: (1) cultural
value systems that celebrate gender difference and simultaneously endorse
self-expression (including gendered self-expression) as an educational goal,
(2) expansion and structural diversification of higher education systems
and the resultant consolidation of gender-specific curricular niches, and
(3) postindustrialism and the growth of “female-demanding” occupational
sectors. These potentially segregative effects are discussed in successive
sections below. Although “modern” structural and cultural forms are cor-
related with economic development (e.g., high GDP), they emerge through
both local and transnational processes, and each is likely to exert dis-
tinctive effects on sex segregation. We therefore treat economic prosperity,
cultural value systems, educational structures, and postindustrial labor
markets as independent causal factors. Where relevant, we consider how
covariate effects may vary across country groups (advanced industrial vs.
developing/transitional).
Gender, Self-Expression, and Curricular Choice
Among the many classificatory systems that shape social relations and
identities in the contemporary world, sex category consistently emerges
as the “most automatic, pervasive and earliest learned” (Glick and Fiske
1999, p. 368). The cultural centrality of sex typing is relevant to the
question at hand because sex categorization automatically activates ste-
reotypes and gendered expectations of self and others, which have shown
remarkable historical resilience (Banaji and Hardin 1996; Correll, Benard,
and Paik 2007). In fact, a recent review of some 30 previous studies finds
no evidence of decline in gender-essentialist stereotypes in the United
States between 1974 and 1997 (Lueptow, Garovich-Szabo, and Lueptow
2001). Modern individuals are deeply invested in beliefs about gender
difference, and these are embedded in virtually all organizational struc-
tures and interactional contexts, including families, labor markets, and
educational systems. In Ridgeway’s (2006) terms, gender serves as “a
primary framing device for social relations,” even in societies where egal-
itarian principles are widely endorsed (see also Bem 1993).
Previous microlevel research suggests that both persons and the social
roles that they inhabit (e.g., educational and occupational positions) are
widely perceived to be intrinsically masculine or feminine and that these
beliefs result in gender-differentiated dispositions and expectations. Girls
and women are more likely to express preferences for work that is reputed
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to require female-labeled skills, while their male counterparts express
preferences for work reputed to require male-labeled skills (Stenstrom
1993; Marini et al. 1996; Seymour and Hewitt 1997; Bae et al. 2000; Eccles
2007). We use the term preference in its broadest sense here, to encompass
values socialized and internalized at the individual level, as well as the
performative enactment of cultural scripts.3 Both dispositional processes
are likely to result in a great deal of sex segregation across fields of study,
even within universities that follow formally egalitarian allocational
procedures.
The content of gender-essentialist stereotypes shows much consistency
across time and space, with women viewed as naturally better at nur-
turance and interpersonal relations and men viewed as stronger, more
analytical, and more skilled in interaction with things (Williams and Best
1990; Lueptow, Garovich-Szabo, and Lueptow 2001). But historical and
comparative case studies also reveal significant fluidity. For example, dif-
ferent versions of masculinity (emphasizing muscularity or abstract logic)
have been more or less salient in different fields, depending in part upon
the demographic and social pressures operative at the time of each field’s
development or expansion (Bielby and Baron 1984; Cockburn 1985; Milk-
man 1987; Faulkner 2000).4 Such observations lead us to expect baseline
similarities in the sex typing of curricular fields, but with significant de-
viations that reflect local circumstances and national histories. Case-by-
case discussion of such deviations is not possible in the present context.
Our goal is rather to identify general patterns in the data in order to
discern some common tendencies.
A central tenet of our theoretical argument is that gender-essentialist
stereotypes and dispositions combine with norms of self-expression to
intensify gender typing of curricular choice in societies characterized by
broad-based prosperity and material security (i.e., in advanced industrial
societies). Scholars based in diverse intellectual traditions have pointed
to an increased valuation of individual self-expression, choice, and quality
of life in the (post)modern world (Giddens 1990; Inglehart 1997; Meyer
3 Social scientists have treated gender-differentiated educational and career aspirations
as hardwired (Baron-Cohen 2003), as deeply internalized (e.g., Chodorow 1978), as
reflections of opportunity structures (Kanter 1977), and as enactments of diffuse cultural
schemas that label tasks as either “feminine” or “masculine” (Correll 2001; Fenster-
maker and West 2002; Nosek, Banaji, and Greenwald 2002).
4 Gender-essentialist beliefs are generally not undermined by shifts in occupational
gender labeling, because a mixture of “masculine” and “feminine” skills can be found
in most activities. It is not difficult, for example, to identify service components in
scientific or technical work or analytical components in traditionally female service
work.
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and Jepperson 2000; Inglehart and Welzel 2005; Frank and Meyer 2007).5
Inglehart (1997) has linked this shift to widespread existential security,
which helps legitimize self-realization and “quality of life” as educational
and career goals and creates opportunities for persons to disregard eco-
nomic costs associated with indulging individual educational and career
preferences.6 One well-documented economic cost associated with female-
typed curricular choices is the foreclosure of generally more lucrative
technical and scientific careers in favor of personal service and admin-
istrative work.
Normative mandates for self-expression and the associated celebration
of individual choice encourage sex segregation because males and females
draw upon different cultural schemas and different social resources as
they seek to realize and express their true “selves,” and because they
anticipate that others will hold them accountable to established gender
scripts (Fenstermaker and West 2002; Correll 2004; Ridgeway and Correll
2004). Pursuit of gender-conforming fields and occupations is, among other
things, a way for individuals to affirm their essential femininity or mas-
culinity (Xie and Shauman 2003; Ridgeway 2006; Faulkner 2007). While
universalistic principles and ideals of self-expression can provide nor-
mative space for some women and men to transgress conventional gender
norms, the widespread taken-for-grantedness of essentialist beliefs and
the centrality of gender as an axis of individual identity imply a prepon-
derance of gender-typical choices. Beliefs about gender difference can thus
spawn powerful self-fulfilling prophesies.
Although we are not challenging Inglehart’s empirical findings that
show a positive effect of self-expressive values on “gender empowerment”
(Inglehart and Welzel 2005), we do take issue with his unidimensional
conceptualization of women’s status and his atomized depiction of indi-
vidual choice. In contrast to the “rising tide” analogy deployed by Ingle-
hart and others, we advance a multidimensional view of women’s status
5 Neoinstitutionalists also emphasize the worldwide diffusion of self-expressive values
through global institutions and interdependencies (e.g., Meyer and Jepperson 2000;
Frank and Meyer 2007). We do not have the data necessary to assess the relative
importance of global and local sources of self-expressive value systems. While these
values may be increasingly prevalent worldwide, our arguments are based on the
presumption that they are stronger and more widely held in advanced industrial so-
cieties (Inglehart 1997; Inglehart and Welzel 2005).
6 Of course, not all persons in advanced industrial countries can afford to disregard
the material consequences of life choices; the extent to which citizens pursue quality
of life over material security varies a great deal within societies. But the postmaterialism
thesis suggests macrolevel cultural effects: once some critical mass of the population
experiences material security, cultural shifts should follow. The resultant self-expressive
values are presumed to influence the curricular choices of even those persons with
good reason to be concerned about their material security.
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whereby different indicators—for example, university access and inte-
gration of curricular fields—may rise and fall according to distinct causal
logics. Inglehart’s gender empowerment index is strongly influenced by
variability in “vertical” forms of sex segregation (i.e., female exclusion
from high-status social roles), which have indeed eroded with the rise of
liberal egalitarian and self-expressive values. Our argument applies spe-
cifically to those “horizontal” forms that are widely understood to result
from free choices by persons with intrinsic preferences for male- or female-
labeled activities.7 Sex segregation by field of study derives its legitimacy
not from norms of male primacy, but from its seeming homology with
gender-essentialist beliefs and dispositions. It is therefore less politically
and socially contested than are many types of vertical inequality, and it
is easily reconciled with self-expressive value systems. In fact, this type
of sex segregation may not even constitute “inequality” in Inglehart’s strict
sense.8
In short, we argue that evolutionary scholars are overly optimistic about
prospects for an across-the-board degendering of educational institutions
because they underestimate the enduring cultural force of gender-essen-
tialist ideology in shaping individual life experiences, dispositions, and
identities and in labeling academic fields as intrinsically masculine or
feminine. The mass emphasis on self-expressive values and the dazzling
array of gender-typed curricular and career options characteristic of ad-
vanced industrial societies increase opportunities (and expectations) for
persons to develop, realize, and express sex-typed educational and career
aspirations. The increased segregation of educational fields (and labor
markets) that is generated through these processes may in turn strengthen
gender-essentialist stereotypes and influence the educational expectations
and aspirations of subsequent student cohorts in the direction of greater
sex typing. In other words, individual self-expression may imply construc-
tion and expression of “gendered selves.”
The above discussion implies (1) a general tendency for men’s and
women’s distributions across fields of study to correspond to gender dif-
ferences in curricular affinities, (2) a stronger link between curricular
affinities and curricular distributions in advanced industrial societies than
7 On the distinct cultural principles sustaining vertical and horizontal sex segregation,
and on their differential responsiveness to liberal egalitarian cultural ideals, see Charles
and Bradley (2002) and Charles and Grusky (2004). Horizontal segregation refers to
distributional inequalities that are not explicitly hierarchical, while vertical segregation
refers to inequalities in rank or prestige. The latter is not formally considered here.
8 Inglehart and Welzel (2005, p. 284) define equality as “the degree to which women
have equal opportunity to develop their potential for autonomous choice.” By this
definition, which is culturally dominant in advanced industrial societies, preferences
are conceptualized as residing in atomized individuals.
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in developing/transitional societies, and (3) a larger gender gap in curric-
ular affinities in advanced industrial societies. We examine these rela-
tionships using aggregate-level data on girls’ and boys’ expressed affinities
for mathematics in 44 countries and territories. The first two relationships
are assessed on the basis of multivariate log-linear models, first for the
sample as a whole, and then by country group (advanced industrial vs.
developing/transitional). We do not formally model determinants of cross-
national variability in gender-differentiated curricular affinities (item 3
above), but we are able to gain some sense of these cultural differences
by comparing mean male-female affinity gaps between advanced indus-
trial and developing/transitional societies.
Expansion, Feminization, and Diversification of Higher Education
The 20th century saw a massive expansion and democratization of higher
education worldwide. The first to benefit were men in the industrialized
West, but women and citizens of most independent developing countries
followed within a decade or two of the Second World War. At the inter-
national level, these trends were supported by a changing model of higher
education. Rather than emphasizing elite training functions, economists
and educational policy makers advocated broad-based and generalized
human capital investment as means for advancing national prosperity
and social efficiency (Schultz 1961; Meyer et al. 1977; Schofer and Meyer
2005). International organizations such as UNESCO, the World Bank,
and the Organisation for Economic Development (OECD) worked with
governments, especially in less economically developed countries, to pro-
mote universalistic ideals—including gender parity in enrollments—at all
educational levels (Bradley and Ramirez 1996; Berkovitch and Bradley
1999; Ramirez and Wotipka 2001).
Although educational expansion has occurred virtually everywhere
since the 1960s, countries continue to exhibit much variability with regard
to the size and organization of their systems of higher education. In the
following paragraphs, we consider how three structural features of edu-
cational systems—size, structural diversification, and level of female par-
ticipation—may influence patterns of sex segregation across fields of study.
In general, we suggest that modernization of higher education (i.e., en-
rollment expansion, structural diversification, and gender parity in en-
rollments) is associated with proliferation of curricular programs and an
increasing tendency for gender stereotypes to be enacted, normalized, and
reinforced within systems of higher education.
System size.—Larger systems incorporate a broader cross-section of the
population. As a result, proportionately fewer members of the student
body regard themselves as part of an academic elite. Where systems of
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higher education are small and selective, academic prowess or social class
can trump other distinctions. Gender is likely to become increasingly
salient to curricular choice as the university population grows because a
smaller share of students will possess the elite identity and sense of self-
efficacy required for transgressing cultural gender norms (see Della Fave
[1980] and Gecas [1991] on the relationship between elite status and self-
efficacy). This argument suggests a tendency for larger systems to be more
internally sex-segregated.
Diversification.—Expansion of higher education was partly accom-
plished through internal differentiation, a signifier of educational democ-
ratization and modernization that occurred first in the most affluent in-
dustrial countries and later in the developing world (Sirowy and Benavot
1986; Kerr 1991; Meek and Goedegebuure 1996; Frank and Meyer 2007).
Structural diversification has broad appeal among educational policy
makers and the public, in part because it enhances opportunities for stu-
dents to exercise expressive choices. It has also been motivated historically
by efforts to create feminine enclaves within higher education. The in-
fusion of gender-essentialist ideology into educational policy making is
evident in the UNESCO recommendation, directed toward national min-
istries of education,
that to facilitate women’s access to higher education and the use of their
abilities for the greatest good of society, university studies permit women
to specialize in fields particularly suited to feminine aptitudes and assure
them more adequate training for the new careers now being opened up to
them. (UNESCO 1953, p. 263)
“Feminine aptitudes” and women’s career opportunities have been ac-
commodated through development of new four-year degree programs (e.g.,
physical education, human development, teacher education, law), through
establishment and expansion of vocational and two-year degree programs
(e.g., health care, secretarial and library studies, business administration,
tourism/hospitality), and through reclassification of strongly gender-typed
vocational programs (e.g., nursing, early childhood education) from the
secondary or interstitial level to the tertiary level of the educational system
(Elgqvist-Saltzman 1988; Fjelde 1991; Teichler 1996; Rossiter 1997; Bix
2006). Modes of female incorporation have thus been influenced by pre-
vailing understandings of natural and appropriate feminine roles.
Based on data from advanced industrial countries, past research has
linked one type of structural diversification—expansion of two-year and
vocational colleges—to increased sex segregation by field of study (Charles
and Bradley 2002; Rawlings 2007). The widespread availability of two-
year programs in such fields as early childhood education, library studies,
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business administration, service trades, and medical technology appears
to result in the diversion of some university-qualified women into strongly
sex-typed vocational degree programs. We examine the generalizability
of this previously documented relationship to less economically developed
contexts. Although the original formulations of this argument imply cross-
nationally uniform effects of diversification on sex segregation, the the-
oretical account advanced above suggests that segregative effects will be
stronger in postmaterialist societies: where gendered self-expression is nor-
matively sanctioned and widely expected, structural opportunities for gen-
der-differentiated curricular choice should produce more sex segregation.
Female enrollment rates.—All else equal, female representation in tra-
ditionally male-typed fields of study is likely to be weaker in systems
where women make up a larger proportion of higher education students.
First, initiatives to increase female enrollments may prompt educators
and administrators to intensify efforts to accommodate women as a group
(e.g., by developing “female-friendly” curricula and institution types). Sec-
ond, proportionately fewer female students are likely to regard themselves
as “exceptional women” and as “pioneers” in systems where female en-
rollment is taken for granted (for similar culling arguments, see Hakim
1991; Charles and Grusky 2004). These two processes likely work in
opposition to the empowering and integrative effects of large-scale female
incorporation described by neoinstitutionalist scholars (Ramirez and Wo-
tipka 2001; Baker and Letendre 2005).
Postindustrialism, the Labor Market, and the Economy
Postindustrialism refers to global trends away from manufacturing and
toward rationalized, service-based economies. This economic transfor-
mation coincides with shifts in social consciousness whereby social life
and institutions are increasingly influenced by a pervasive means-ends
rationality, a growing emphasis on meritocratic allocational criteria, and
an expansion of the self in terms of needs, wants, and interests (Bell 1976;
Meyer and Jepperson 2000). It is well established that postindustrialism
is associated with restructuring and massive growth of female-labeled
service occupations (Oppenheimer 1970; Charles and Grusky 2004; En-
gland 2005). Both rational-choice and cultural arguments suggest a ten-
dency for increased sex segregation by field of study as these structural
developments unfold. From a rational-choice perspective, women will be
cognizant of growing service-sector opportunities (in particular, the high
demand for female labor in these fields) and will adjust their curricular
choices accordingly, for example, by investing in social science, business,
education, human development, or health degrees (Este´vez-Abe, Iversen,
and Soskice 2003). From a cultural perspective, the proliferation of female-
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dominated service jobs and their elevation to semiprofessional status val-
idates these as rational and meaningful outlets for the talents of college-
educated women, independent of any actual utility-maximizing
calculations (Baker and Jones 1993; Frank and Meyer 2007). While coun-
tries certainly differ in the extent to which educational and occupational
fields are gender labeled, we presume a significant baseline level of cultural
gender labeling in all countries considered here.9
It is often suggested that gender equality in the labor market—in par-
ticular, large-scale participation of women in the labor force and in pro-
fessional occupations—will promote integration of educational programs.
Neoclassical economic and other rational-choice accounts of educational
investment hold, for example, that girls and women will more often seek
training in male-dominated fields in contexts where they have reason to
expect continuous employment and where they perceive more opportu-
nities for women in high-status occupations (e.g., Polachek 1978; see also
Este´vez-Abe et al. 2003). And neoinstitutionalist accounts suggest that
integrative “spillover” effects will follow from increased female labor force
participation, as women come to understand themselves as equal citizens
entitled to the same rights and opportunities as their male counterparts
(Ramirez 1987; Baker and Jones 1993). By both accounts, sex segregation
by field of study should be negatively related to women’s overall labor
force participation rates and to women’s representation in high-status
occupations. Although past research provides no evidence linking labor
market opportunities for women to desegregation of educational fields
(e.g., Charles and Bradley 2002), these relationships have not yet been
explored for less-developed and transitional countries.
To evaluate the descriptive validity of evolutionary claims positing
declines in gender differentiation with socioeconomic modernization
(Goode 1963; Parsons 1970; Jackson 1998, 2006; Inglehart and Norris
2003), we also examine—through bivariate and multivariate analyses—
the relationship of sex segregation to countries’ overall level of economic
development. We examine this effect for the full sample and separately
for advanced industrial and developing/transitional societies. Our results
show a clear positive relationship of GDP to sex segregation for devel-
oping/transitional societies only. The segregative effects of economic pros-
perity within this country group may be attributable to weakening ma-
terial constraints on women’s educational choices. This effect is detectable
only up to a point, however. Among advanced industrial societies, further
increases in national prosperity (GDP) do not exert segregative pressures
on curricular distributions because existential security is now widely taken
9 We present empirical support for this presumption below.
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for granted. We argue that expression of gendered selves is more legiti-
mate, and perhaps even expected, in these contexts.
Based on the arguments advanced above, we examine for 44 countries
and territories the overall effects on sex segregation of nine macrolevel
covariates. In addition, we explore the potentially interactive effects of
self-expressive value systems by comparing patterns of covariate effects
between advanced industrial (postmaterialist) and developing/transitional
(materialist) societies. As discussed above, we are particularly interested
in how the effects of gendered curricular affinities, economic development
(GDP), and tertiary diversification vary between these country groups.
DATA AND METHODS
Forty-four developed, developing, and transitional societies are included
in our sample, based on availability of the requisite data. We selected all
countries and territories (1) that participated in the 1995 or 1999 Trends
in International Math and Science Surveys (TIMSS) and (2) for which
published information on gender distributions across fields of study was
available from the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO).10 Data are taken for the most recent available
year, generally in the mid-1990s. Although very low-income countries are
underrepresented, the countries considered are quite diverse with respect
to most variables considered here.
Sex Segregation Data
Using absolute counts submitted by national governments to UNESCO,
we assembled a three-way data table cross-classifying higher education
graduates by sex, field, and country. Counts are aggregated across the
three levels of higher education identified by UNESCO (i.e., vocational,
university, and postgraduate).11 Given large differences across countries
and fields in student attrition rates, we restrict our analysis to graduates.
This means that observed patterns of sex segregation reflect gender dif-
ferences in both initial choices of major and persistence within those
majors.
To increase the international comparability of programmatic categories
and to eliminate empty cells, we collapsed the categories of UNESCO’s
international standard classification of education (ISCED) into the fol-
10 TIMSS is coordinated by the International Study Center at Boston College and is
funded by national governments, the World Bank, and the United Nations Devel-
opment Fund.
11 Cross-classification of field by level was not possible because of missing data.
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lowing four fields: engineering, mathematics and natural sciences, hu-
manities and social sciences, and health/other (a composite of the re-
maining fields, with the plurality of graduates completing degrees in
health-related subfields).12 While three of these four categories are quite
heterogeneous, disaggregated data on engineering graduates were avail-
able in all countries, making this the most cross-nationally comparable
and internally homogeneous category.13 These data therefore allow us
particular specificity in identifying the factors affecting female represen-
tation in this highly rewarded and strongly male-dominated field. More
information on data sources and our classification of fields can be found
in appendix A.
Models and Measurement
We examine the descriptive contours of segregation by calculating field-
specific sex segregation parameters for each country. These terms (Aj)
contrast the (female-to-male) ratio in the respective field to that in the
“average” field of study. They can be expressed as
A p ln (F/M ) [1/J# S ln (F/M )], (1)j j j j j
where Fj and Mj are the numbers of women and men graduates, respec-
tively, in field j, and J is the number of fields. Negative values indicate
female underrepresentation, and positive values indicate female overrep-
resentation relative to the other fields of study. Values closer to zero are
indicative of greater gender integration. Exponents of these segregation
terms (not presented) give the multiplicative factor by which women are
over- or underrepresented in the respective field and country. Field-specific
values can be combined into a summary index, A, which gives, for each
country, the multiplicative factor by which women or men are overrep-
resented in the average field.14 Although we present values of A, our
primary focus is on the field-specific terms, because countries differ not
only in overall levels but also in their qualitative (i.e., field-specific) pat-
terns of sex segregation. The results of our multivariate analyses reveal,
moreover, that many covariates affect segregation in field-specific rather
than across-the-board fashion.
12 Although students in health-related programs (e.g., nursing, medical, dental) may
complete significant coursework in the life sciences, these curricula and degrees are
generally more applied than those listed under the natural science rubric.
13 In fact, many countries are today converging on a common (American-influenced)
engineering curriculum, which blends theoretical with applied knowledge. Engineering
programs in Colombia, for instance, have been approved by the U.S. Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET).
14 The formula for A is given below (see also Charles and Grusky 1995, 2004).
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The Aj terms, represented in closed form above, are essentially three-
way (sex# field# country) interaction terms from a saturated log-linear
model (dijk in eq. [2] below). Because they are functions of odds ratios,
these measures have the important virtue of being invariant to cross-
national differences in both the gender composition of the national student
body and the relative sizes of educational fields. This “margin-invariance”
facilitates cross-national comparison and promotes better understanding
of the causal mechanisms underlying sex segregation.15
The macrolevel predictors of sex segregation by field of study are ex-
plored through a series of log-linear models. These take the general form
m p a b g d , (2)ijk k ik jk ijk
where i indexes sex, j indexes field, k indexes country, mijk is the expected
frequency in cell ijk, ak is the grand mean for the kth country, bik accounts
for cross-national differences in overall female enrollment rates (i.e., the
marginal effect of sex), and gjk accounts for cross-national differences in
the relative sizes of educational fields (i.e., the marginal effect of field).
Rather than allowing the sex segregation parameters (dijk) to vary freely
by country, our model constrains them to be linear functions of country-
level covariates, as follows:
d p a  b X. (3)ijk j j
In equation (3), aj is the intercept for the jth field, and bjX is a vector
of country-level covariates and their slopes. The slope coefficients (bj)
specify the strength and direction of the relationship between the covariate
and our field-specific sex segregation terms.16 Essentially, then, women’s
representation in educational fields (Aj) constitutes the dependent variable
of these multivariate models. To identify the models, the dijk terms are
constrained to sum to zero within each country. Equations are estimated
using a maximum-likelihood procedure.
15 For example, it is not possible to assess the effects of increasing female enrollments
on sex segregation when variability in enrollment rates is conflated with distributional
inequality. The deficiencies of compositionally dependent measures have not gone
unnoticed, and scholars have devoted much effort to standardizing conventional indices
(e.g., D). However, the only truly compositionally invariant measures are based on
odds ratios (Charles and Grusky 1995, 2004). See also Rudas (1998) on the properties
of odds ratios.
16 Without the covariate constraints on the sex segregation parameters, the model shown
in eq. (2) would be saturated, and the dijk terms would be equivalent to Aj (eq. [1]).
This modeling framework is based upon Xie’s (1992) log-multiplicative layer-effects
model. Previous applications of this log-multiplicative approach to the study of sex
segregation can be found in Charles and Grusky (2004, chap. 4), Charles (1992, 2005),
and Charles and Bradley (2002).
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We assess the fit of nested models using the likelihood-ratio chi-squared
statistic (L2), which indicates how well a given model reproduces observed
cell counts. The power of specific covariates to account for international
differences in the structure of sex segregation can be evaluated with regard
to explained variation, defined as the percentage difference in L2 between
the baseline model and the respective explanatory model.17 To identify
more parsimonious “preferred” models, we base covariate selection on a
5% deletion criterion, meaning that covariates are deleted sequentially
until none can be eliminated without reducing explained variation by 5%
or more. In supplementary models (not shown), we apply a more liberal
3% standard for covariate deletion, with very similar results. Discrep-
ancies between models utilizing 3% and 5% deletion standards are noted.
Covariates
Here, we provide information on our measurement of country-level co-
variates (more details on sources are provided in app. A; individual coun-
try scores are listed in app. table B2). The arguments advanced above
suggest that gender-differentiated affinities influence curricular choices,
and that these effects will be stronger in affluent postindustrial societies.
While we do not have the data to measure the effects of gendered dis-
positions on programmatic choice directly (i.e., at the individual level),
we are able to assess the extent to which patterns of cross-national var-
iability in sex segregation correspond to aggregate-level gender differences
in one sort of curricular taste: affinity for math. These data, taken from
the 1995 and 1999 waves of TIMMS, are based on boys’ and girls’ re-
sponses to the question “Do you like math?” aggregated within each coun-
try or territory. We compare girls’ and boys’ reported affinities based on
information collected from students enrolled in the equivalent of the U.S.
eighth grade. This stage in the educational career is especially conse-
quential, as students are making curricular decisions either to begin the
highly sequenced progression of mathematics and science courses or to
pursue options that may preclude advanced study in these areas. Past
research shows divergence of boys’ and girls’ attitudes toward mathe-
matics and science at around the eighth or ninth grade (Catsambis 1994;
Hanson 1996). Such divergence is at least partly attributable to girls’ and
boys’ reactions to and enactment of cultural gender schemas; we therefore
treat this aggregate-level variable as an indicator of the extent to which
mathematics and mathematics curricula are culturally gendered.
17 Relative, not absolute, criteria guide model selection. Given our sample size of nearly
9 million graduates, only the saturated model yields negative BIC statistics or statis-
tically nonsignificant chi-squared values.
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Our models also include a control variable, taken from the TIMMS
database, that measures the country-level gender gap in eighth-grade math
achievement scores. We thus account for any aggregate-level correlation
of affinities with achievement.
We also explore effects of educational structure, taking the relevant
information from UNESCO publications (see app. A for details). Tertiary
system size is measured as the natural log of total student enrollment,18
educational diversification is measured as the share of higher education
students enrolled in nonuniversity (i.e., vocational and/or two-year degree)
programs, and female participation is measured as women’s share of all
higher education graduates (graduates %female).
A third cluster of variables relates to characteristics of the economy
and the labor force. We measure postindustrialism using a composite
index. Its value gives the mean of standardized values on two variables:
the share of the labor force working as employees (as opposed to own-
account workers) and the share of the labor force working in service
industries (see also Charles 1992; Charles and Grusky 2004). Female labor
force participation is measured as women’s share of the labor force (labor
force %female), and female opportunities for high-status employment are
measured as women’s share of professional workers (professions %female).
To allow for lagged effects on curricular choice, we use values for 1990,
approximately five years prior to graduation. Labor force data are taken
from databases assembled by the International Labour Organization
(ILO) and the United Nations.
As a rough proxy for the influence of postmaterialist, self-expressive
values, we distinguish between advanced industrial and developing/tran-
sitional societies and explore covariate effects separately for each group.
We define as advanced industrial those states that are prosperous (i.e.,
that have a high GDP) and were members of the OECD at least 20 years
prior to the collection of our educational data (i.e., by 1974). We do not
divide our sample solely on the basis of national income because the-
oretical arguments about the rise and mass-societal diffusion of self-
expressive values require prosperity that is long-standing and broad-based
enough to support a culture of existential security. All countries in the
advanced industrial group have per capita GDPs exceeding the sample
median ($7,723), and they correspond closely to those identified as “post-
industrial older democracies” by Inglehart and Norris (2003, app. table
A1).19
18 We also examined effects of per capita enrollment rates with similar results.
19 Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, and the United States constitute this subsample.
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To assess the relationship of sex segregation to countries’ levels of eco-
nomic development, we use a measure of per capita GDP, with values
logged (ln) to reduce the leverage of very high-income countries. These
data are taken from the United Nations Development Programme and
are for the year 1990, which should generally precede our graduates’
choice of major.
THE DESCRIPTIVE CONTOURS OF SEX SEGREGATION
Field-specific sex segregation parameters (Aj) are presented in table 1. As
explained above, negative scores indicate female underrepresentation (rel-
ative to the average field), and positive scores indicate female overrepre-
sentation. Displayed in the final column are values on the summary sex
segregation index, A, which gives the factor by which women or men are
overrepresented in the average field in each country. A score of 1.00 on
this index would indicate gender parity in all fields. All of the measures
in table 1 are compositionally invariant, which means that they are in-
sensitive to cross-national differences in overall female enrollment rates
and in the relative sizes of educational fields.
The results in table 1 provide evidence of strong sex segregation that
is consistent with previous studies of advanced industrialized societies
(Charles and Bradley 2002, 2006). Among the most obvious cross-national
similarities are uniformly negative coefficients in column 1, indicating
underrepresentation of women in engineering programs in all 44 countries.
Uniformly positive coefficients in column 3, in contrast, point to across-
the-board overrepresentation of women in the humanities and social sci-
ences. The gender compositions of the other two fields are more mixed,
with a tendency for men to be overrepresented in math/natural science
and a tendency for women to be overrepresented in the health/other field.20
Patterns are in general consistent with the cultural depictions of masculine
and feminine traits described above, with women overrepresented in more
expressive and human-centered fields and men overrepresented in tech-
nical and math-intensive fields.
Cross-national differences are less predictable from the perspective of
standard modernization accounts. The most integrated societies are not
the most economically developed ones, and they are certainly not among
those generally considered to be most progressive in terms of cultural
gender ideology or public-sphere gender parity. The lowest overall levels
of segregation (according to A) are found for Colombia, Bulgaria, and
20 Part of the observed international variability undoubtedly reflects differences in the
relative sizes of subfields within these categories (e.g., mathematics vs. the natural
sciences).
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Australia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.64 .09 .63 1.10 2.82
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30 .27 .88 .69 2.38
Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.04 .31 .87 .48 2.09
Bulgaria . . . . . . . . . . . . .65 .05 .71 .02 1.62
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.07 .00 1.02 .05 2.09
Chile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30 .14 .79 .38 2.20
Colombia . . . . . . . . . . . .63 .10 .34 .39 1.51
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.56 .37 1.51 .32 3.04
Czech Republic . . . . .99 .57 .71 .85 2.21
Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . .99 .30 .47 .82 2.02
Finland . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.67 .80 1.00 1.47 3.60
France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.22 .14 .96 .41 2.24
Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.72 .17 .78 1.11 3.01
Greece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.05 .21 .86 .40 2.04
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . 1.87 .20 1.35 .71 3.35
Hungary . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.21 .44 1.50 .14 2.70
Indonesia . . . . . . . . . . . 1.06 .29 .56 .22 1.87
Iran . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.78 .64 .24 .90 2.87
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.54 .49 .99 .06 2.58
Israel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.39 .20 .64 .55 2.27
Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.69 .43 .77 .49 2.67
Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.48 .71 1.02 1.17 3.09
Jordan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30 .48 .57 .25 2.13
Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.71 .33 .94 .44 2.76
Latvia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .86 .12 1.19 .45 2.16
Macedonia . . . . . . . . . . .89 .54 .38 .03 1.74
Malaysia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.16 .46 .77 .07 2.09
Netherlands . . . . . . . . 1.34 .53 .87 1.00 2.66
New Zealand . . . . . . . 1.43 .04 .70 .77 2.42
Norway . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.14 .23 .69 .68 2.13
Philippines . . . . . . . . . . 1.08 .19 1.01 .12 2.11
Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.11 .06 .63 .54 2.01
Romania . . . . . . . . . . . . .66 .56 .37 .26 1.63
Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.46 .16 1.06 .56 2.58
Slovakia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.11 .26 .58 .79 2.12
Slovenia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.42 .14 .91 .37 2.38
South Africa . . . . . . . . 1.96 .36 .81 .79 3.15
Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.18 .13 .73 .57 2.12
Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 .52 .78 .98 2.52
Switzerland . . . . . . . . . 1.88 .09 .97 .81 3.11
Tunisia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .73 .14 .38 .49 1.62
Turkey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.12 .28 .10 .74 1.98
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United Kingdom . . . 1.50 .29 .56 1.23 2.78
United States . . . . . . . 1.44 .02 .73 .69 2.40
Note.—Field-specific terms (Aj) are defined in eq. (1). The summary A-index can be calculated as
, where Fj gives the number of women in field j, Mj
2 1/2exp(1/J#S{ln (F /M ) [1/J# ln (F /M )]} )j j j j
gives the number of men in field j, and J is the number of fields.
Tunisia; the highest levels are found for Finland, followed by Hong Kong,
South Africa, and Switzerland. International variability is striking even
if we consider only engineering, the most sex-segregated field. In this case,
we find that the male overrepresentation factor ranges from about 2 in
Colombia and Bulgaria (exp[0.63] p 1.88; exp[0.65] p 1.92) to about 7
in Switzerland and South Africa (exp[1.88] p 6.55; exp[1.96] p 7.10). If
anything, these results suggest a tendency for fields to be more segregated
in highly affluent societies. Previous studies of educational and occupa-
tional distributions have yielded similarly counterintuitive patterns among
advanced industrial countries (Charles and Bradley 2002, 2006; Charles
and Grusky 2004). The current results, which are based on societies span-
ning a much broader range of economic development, cast further doubt
on unidimensional evolutionary models of “women’s status.”
Countries differ not only in overall levels but also in patterns of sex
segregation. For instance, among the three countries with the highest
overall index scores, Finland shows strong female underrepresentation in
both engineering and math/natural science, while Swiss and South African
women are slightly overrepresented in the math/natural science field. In
Italy, we find yet another pattern, with weak female representation in
engineering coinciding with a strong absolute female presence in the math/
natural science category (see also Spitaleri 1996).21
21 Because distributional unevenness is defined as deviations from average female-to-
male ratios, there is a built-in tendency for negative intercorrelation among the Aj
terms in table 1. Interpretation of any given field-specific parameter is thus facilitated
by comparison with its three counterparts. In the case of Italy, a strong presence of
women in math/natural science can be inferred from the relatively modest deviations
among values in columns 2, 3, and 4 and the large gap between columns 1 and 2.
Engineering is, in other words, the segregation outlier, while gender ratios in other
three fields are much more uniform. Comparison with the corresponding percentage
shares confirms this interpretation: women make up 12% of engineering students, 53%
of math/natural science students, 62% of humanities/social science students, and 55%
of health/other students in Italy. In Switzerland and South Africa, by contrast, the
positive values for math/natural science can be largely attributed to extremely weak
female representation in engineering (which pushes all other values into positive ter-
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Much historical and comparative research has been devoted to ex-
ploring contextual variability in gender designations and in the symbolic
qualities attributed to occupations and academic fields (Cockburn 1985;
Milkman 1987; Light 1999; Downey and Lucena 2005). Faulkner (2000),
for example, finds that engineering is particularly inhospitable and un-
attractive to women in contexts where it is symbolically associated with
muscularity and innate technical know-how—as opposed to brainpower
and formal credentials. From this perspective, the extreme segregation of
the Swiss engineering field may partly reflect its historical association with
the technical vocations (and its resultantly muscular, blue-collar flavor).
Although our disaggregate modeling approach allows us to describe pat-
terns of sex segregation on a field-by-field basis, mechanisms driving coun-
try-specific deviations from general trends are best analyzed through qual-
itative case studies.
Before moving on to the explanatory models, it is instructive to consider
bivariate associations of our sex segregation parameters with economic
development, a variable that figures centrally in evolutionary accounts of
gender inequality. Figure 1 plots this relationship for the four fields. Values
displayed on the vertical axis are the field-specific segregation terms (Aj)
shown in table 1; values on the horizontal axis are per capita GDP, with
values logged to reduce the leverage of very high-income countries. Simple
correlation coefficients and probability values are shown in the bottom
left-hand corner of each plot.
The pattern of association shown here suggests negative relationships
of GDP with female representation in engineering and math/natural sci-
ence and positive relationships with humanities/social science and health/
other. The correlation with GDP is weakest for the humanities/social
science field, which shows tight clustering of segregation scores among
developed countries.
The negative relationships found for the two mathematics-intensive
fields are not simple artifacts of our measurement. Correlations of GDP
with variables indexing women’s absolute percentage share of students in
each field reveal similar patterns.22 As noted above, we prefer to use our
Aj terms, because percentages depend strongly on overall female enroll-
ment rates.
ritory). In Switzerland, e.g., only 4% of engineering students are female. Although
women’s share of math/natural science students (24%) is not high by international
standards, the extreme value for engineering means that it still registers as slightly
above average by Swiss standards. This positive coefficient is nonetheless far smaller
than those for humanities/social science and health/other (where women’s percentage
shares are 43% and 49%, respectively).
22 Zero-order correlations of GDP with %female are .43 for engineering, .53 for
math/natural science, .03 for humanities/social science, and .29 for health/other.
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A plot constructed to examine the relationship of economic development
(GDP) with our A-index (not shown) confirms an overall positive asso-
ciation (rp .43; Pp .003). As expected, subgroup analyses indicate that
this positive relationship between GDP and sex segregation is stronger
among developing and transitional countries than among advanced in-
dustrial countries (.51 and .32, respectively). Correlations of GDP with
Duncan and Duncan’s (1955) widely used dissimilarity index (D) are like-
wise positive.23
Results thus far are strongly at odds with accounts positing a general
weakening of gender differentiation as economic modernization advances
or universalistic values diffuse (Goode 1963; Parsons 1970; Jackson 1998,
2006; Ramirez and Wotipka 2001; Inglehart and Norris 2003; Baker and
Letendre 2005). We next apply a multivariate log-linear modeling ap-
proach to examine the cultural and structural correlates of sex segregation
by field of study and to explore possible discontinuities in these
relationships.
ACCOUNTING FOR CROSS-NATIONAL VARIATION
Our explanatory models aim to account for cross-national variability with
regard to the nine national-level covariates discussed above. Results for
pooled (i.e., 44-country) models are considered first. We then explore dif-
ferences between country groups in order to evaluate arguments sug-
gesting distinct sex segregation regimes. We are particularly interested in
assessing evidence for stronger effects of gendered curricular affinities and
weaker effects of economic development in advanced industrial societies.
Covariate means and standard deviations are shown in table 2, first for
the pooled sample and then broken down by country group.
Multivariate Analyses, Pooled Models
Fit statistics for our first series of multivariate models are presented in
table 3. Comparison of the independence and nine-covariate specifications
(models 1 and 2) indicates that the country-level variables considered here
together account for nearly half (48.6%) of cross-national variability in
sex segregation across these four fields of study. To better distinguish the
relevant causal relationships, we identify a more parsimonious model
(model 3) by sequentially deleting covariates until none can be omitted
without causing a reduction in explanatory power that exceeds our 5%
23 Correlations with D are .58, .32, and .23 for the less-developed/transitional, advanced
industrial, and pooled samples, respectively.
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Economic development . . . . . . . . 8.71 7.94** 9.72
(1.08) (.77) (.31)
Postindustrialism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .01 .50** .63
(.90) (.88) (.38)
Labor force %female . . . . . . . . . . . 39.56 37.89 41.76
(8.29) (10.21) (4.03)
Professions %female . . . . . . . . . . . 47.00 46.39 47.80
(10.17) (10.28) (10.25)
Tertiary system size . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.85 12.44* 13.40
(1.52) (1.52) (1.37)
Educational diversification . . . . 28.89 28.90 28.87
(19.33) (21.57) (16.49)
Graduates %female . . . . . . . . . . . . 52.44 52.47 52.41
(6.83) (7.87) (5.38)
Girls’ affinity for math . . . . . . . . 3.50 2.05* 5.42
(5.38) (4.47) (5.97)
Girls’ math achievement . . . . . . 5.95 6.32 5.47
(8.31) (9.89) (5.83)
N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 25 19
Note.—See app. A for covariate definitions. Two-tailed probability values are from t-tests
for equality of means between the advanced industrial and developing/transitional country
groups.
 P ! .10.
* P ! .05.
** P ! .01.
threshold. In table 3, comparison of the L2 values from models 2 and 3
indicates that the elimination of five variables results in a relatively small
reduction in explained variability (from 48.6% to 40.4%), while conserving
15 degrees of freedom.24
Individual covariates’ relative contribution to explained variability can
be ascertained by comparing fit statistics for models with and without
the respective covariates. The largest reduction in explanatory power,
27.5% ([78,432  61,535]/61,535 p 27.5), occurs upon deletion of postin-
dustrialism from model 3. The next largest effect is found for professions
24 Our model-fitting procedure in fact resulted in the selection of those four variables
that showed the strongest net effects in model 2 (details available on request). Use of
a more liberal 3% deletion limit results in inclusion of the tertiary system size variable,
which is associated with decreased female representation in engineering, increased
female representation in math/natural science and health/other, and little change in
parameter estimates for other variables shown in table 4 below.
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%female (which accounted for 13.7% of cross-national variability), fol-
lowed by girls’ affinity for math (10.7%) and labor force %female (9.6%).
The absence of the GDP term from our preferred specification suggests
that the overall bivariate association of sex segregation with economic
development revealed in figure 1 is largely attributable to the correlation
of GDP with one or more other covariates. As reported further on, how-
ever, a net GDP effect is measurable for the developing/transitional
subsample.
What about the direction of observed effects? Table 4 shows the re-
lationship of each covariate to women’s representation in the four fields.
To facilitate comparison of effect sizes within the columns of this table,
parameter estimates are computed using standardized covariates (i.e., with
variables measured in standard deviations from the pooled mean). The
resultant coefficients give the change in female representation (Aj) that is
associated with a one-standard-deviation increase in the respective
covariate.
Consistent with understandings of sex segregation as an outcome of
gender-differentiated dispositions or cultural schemas, girls’ relative af-
finity for mathematics is positively related to female representation in the
two mathematics-intensive fields and negatively associated with female
representation in the two other fields. However, fit statistics reported in
table 3 indicate that the overall effect of this variable is small compared
to some of the economy-related indicators, particularly postindustrialism.
The effects of postindustrialism, shown in the second row of table 4,
are mostly segregative, as expected. Most notably, we find that a one-
standard-deviation increase in this index (roughly equivalent to the dif-
ference between Norway and Russia) is associated with an increase of
22% in women’s representation in the health/other field (exp[.20]p 1.22).
This is likely attributable to the expansion and feminization of health
care industries in postindustrial economies and the proliferation of the
corresponding degree programs. Coefficients also show negative relation-
ships of our postindustrialism index with female representation in both
engineering and math/natural science, as would be predicted by arguments
linking service-sector expansion and economic rationalization to consol-
idation of female-labeled “occupational ghettos” (Oppenheimer 1970;
Charles and Grusky 2004). We were surprised to find a weak negative
association of postindustrialism with female representation in humanities
and social science programs, since these credentials are applicable to ad-
ministrative careers and many large social, human, and financial service
occupations. We note that humanities and social science programs do tend
to be more heavily feminized in countries characterized by strong female
participation in the labor market and in the professions (see the coefficients
in the third and fourth rows of table 4). Since administrative and financial
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TABLE 4









Girls’ affinity for math
(10.7%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .02 .15 .06 .11
Postindustrialism
(27.5%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11 .06 .04 .20
Labor force %female
(9.6%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .01 .11 .18 .05
Professions %female
(13.7%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 .04 .08 .14
Note.—Values are the relevant covariate interaction terms from model 3 of table 3. Parameter es-
timates are calculated with all covariates measured in standard deviations from the 44-country mean.
service jobs are widely distributed across industries (including in the tra-
ditional manufacturing and production sectors), it is possible that women’s
investment in the associated credentials depends more on their perceived
market opportunities than on the industrial composition of the economy.
Overall, the results provide mixed support for rational-choice and
neoinstitutionalist accounts, both of which imply lower levels of sex seg-
regation where female economic opportunities are greater (albeit each for
different reasons). We find that engineering programs are indeed more
gender integrated in contexts where more professional employees are
women. But no such effect is found for the math/natural science category.
Female labor force participation and representation in the professions
show segregative effects as well—for example, in the humanities/social
science field.
We have also examined zero-order effects through a series of four uni-
variate models (one for each covariate in the preferred model). Parameter
estimates from these models, available on request, correspond closely to
those shown in table 4.25
In sum, the results of our pooled 44-country analyses suggest that (1)
the association of sex segregation with economic development revealed
in figure 1 is at least partly attributable to cross-national differences in
economic structure (i.e., postindustrialism) and (2) aggregate-level gender
differentiation in affinity for mathematics does help predict female rep-
resentation in math-intensive fields (especially in math and the natural
sciences). We next explore the uniformity of these relationships across
contexts, specifically whether determinants of sex segregation differ be-
25 Exceptions are positive zero-order associations of postindustrialism with female rep-
resentation in the humanities and social sciences and of labor force %female with
female representation in the health/other field.
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tween advanced industrial and developing/transitional societies, as we
have suggested above.
Multivariate Analyses, by Country Group
Before presenting our next series of multivariate models, a striking dif-
ference in subgroup means warrants mention. Consistent with our ar-
gument positing positive feedback effects between sex segregation and
gendered curricular affinities, the descriptive statistics displayed in table
2 reveal a significantly larger gender gap in expressed affinity for math-
ematics in advanced industrial than in developing/transitional societies
(t-ratio p 2.15; P p .037). In the former group, the percentage of girls
who claim to “like math” or “like math a lot” is on average 5.42 points
lower than the percentage of boys who make this claim. This gap is only
2.05 points in developing/transitional societies. As can be seen in table 5,
large, statistically significant differences between the country groups also
exist on related indicators, including gender gaps in professed affinity for
science (“I like science”) and aspirations for math-related careers (“I would
like to work in a job involving mathematics”). These gaps do not cor-
respond to simple differences in girls’ mathematical achievement; in fact,
table 2 shows that the math achievement gap is slightly smaller in the
more economically developed countries.26 The mean differences shown in
table 5 provide preliminary evidence that national prosperity and the rise
of self-expressive value systems promote development (or expression) of
gender-differentiated curricular dispositions. The causal processes under-
lying cross-national variability in such dispositions among women and
men is an important area for future research. We return to this issue
further on.
Table 6 shows fit statistics for the independence, nine-covariate, and
preferred models, broken down by country group. The nine covariates
together account for 75.3% and 68.0% of cross-national variability in sex
segregation by field of study in developing/transitional and advanced in-
dustrial countries, respectively (models 2 and 5). For each country group,
our model-selection procedure yields a four-covariate preferred specifi-
cation (models 3 and 6). Deletion of five variables results in a modest
26 See also Shapka and Keating (2003) on the weak association between attitudes and
achievement at the individual level.
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TABLE 5
Female-Male Gap in Affinity for Mathematics and Science,
by Country Group
Survey Item Developing/Transitional Advanced Industrial
I like math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.05* 5.42
(4.47) (5.97)
I would like to work in a job
involving math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.62*** 10.77
(2.96) (6.02)
I like science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.91** 7.15
(3.45) (6.96)
N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 19
Note.—Values are the mean difference (girls  boys) between the percentage of eighth-grade girls
and the percentage of eighth-grade boys that “agrees” or “strongly agrees” with the corresponding
statement (see app. A on data and measures). Values in parentheses are SDs. Asterisks give two-tailed
probability values from t-tests for equality of means between country groups.
* P ! .05.
** P ! .01.
*** P ! .001.
reduction in %explained variation—to 70.8% and 53.5%, respectively—
while conserving 15 degrees of freedom.27
Table 7 shows field-specific parameter estimates and covariate effect
sizes (%explained variation) for the preferred models (3 and 6) in table
6, by country group. We again use standardized covariates (measured this
time in standard deviations from the respective subgroup means). Among
developing and transitional countries, the most powerful explanatory
effects are economic development (which accounts for 22.2% of cross-
national variation), professions %female (15.0%), tertiary system size
(11.0%), and labor force %female (10.5%). Among advanced industrial
countries, the strongest effect is found for girls’ affinity for math (28.3%
of cross-national variation), followed by postindustrialism (19.3%), edu-
cational diversification (12.1%), and girls’ math achievement (5.3%). Fe-
male enrollment rates showed weak effects in both subsamples, perhaps
because of the countervailing pressures discussed earlier.28 It is notable
27 Application of a more liberal 3% standard resulted in an identically specified model
for developing and transitional countries. For advanced industrial countries, it resulted
in the retention of three additional covariates (economic development, labor force
%female, and professions %female), but no substantive changes in existing covariate
effects. Interestingly, the effects of economic development on female representation in
math/natural science and health/other differ in direction from those found for the less-
developed subsample, providing further evidence that material affluence is not asso-
ciated with net increases in sex segregation among advanced industrial societies.
28 Specifically, we suggested that integrative effects associated with women’s cultural
empowerment may be offset by less-rigorous culling and by efforts of educational
policy makers to accommodate women as a group.
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Developing/transitional countries (N p 25):
1. Independence model (cross-national invariance in sex
segregation):
(Sex # field)  (field # country)  (sex # country) . . . . . 43,309 72 .0
2. Nine-covariate model, model 1 as baseline:
(Model 1)  [sex # field # (economic development 
postindustrialism  labor force %female  professions
%female  tertiary system size  educational diversi-
fication  graduates %female  girls’ affinity for
math  girls’ math achievement)] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,709 45 75.3
3. Preferred model, model 1 as baseline:
(Model 1)  [sex # field # (economic development 
labor force %female  professions %female  tertiary
system size)] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,630 60 70.8
Advanced industrial countries (N p 19):
4. Independence model (cross-national invariance in sex
segregation):
(Sex # field)  (field # country)  (sex # country) . . . . . 45,254 54 .0
5. Nine-covariate model, model 4 as baseline:
(Model 4)  [sex # field # (economic development 
postindustrialism  labor force %female  professions
%female  tertiary system size  educational diversi-
fication  graduates %female  girls’ affinity for
math  girls’ math achievement)] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,475 27 68.0
6. Preferred model, model 4 as baseline:
(Model 4)  [sex # field # (girls’ affinity for math 
girls’ math achievement  postindustrialism  educa-
tional diversification)] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,042 42 53.5
* Explained variation is defined as the difference between the L2 statistic for the respective model
and the L2 statistic for the baseline model, divided by L2 for the baseline model. Effect sizes of individual
covariates (%explained variation) in models 3 and 6 are reported in table 7 below.
that our preferred models share no common covariates. This finding sup-
ports our argument positing distinct sex segregation “regimes” in advanced
industrial and developing/transitional societies. These regimes are de-
scribed below.
Less-Developed and Transitional Societies
Coefficients for the developing/transitional subsample in table 7 show
uniformly segregative effects of economic development (GDP) on the four
fields. Figures for explained variation in fact reveal that GDP, with a
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TABLE 7












Developing/transitional countries (model 3):
Economic development (22.2%) . . . . . . . . . . .29 .06 .13 .22
Tertiary system size (11.0%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27 .01 .14 .15
Labor force %female (10.5%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29 .17 .06 .18
Professions %female (15.0%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 .04 .21 .07
Advanced industrial countries (model 6):
Girls’ affinity for math (28.3%) . . . . . . . . . . .09 .27 .04 .32
Girls’ math achievement (5.3%) . . . . . . . . . . .03 .07 .06 .10
Postindustrialism (19.3%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .04 .10 .11 .25
Educational diversification (12.1%) . . . . . . .06 .02 .14 .18
Note.—Values are covariate interaction terms from models 3 and 6 of table 6. Parameter estimates
are calculated with all covariates measured in standard deviations from the subgroup means. Explained
variation for each covariate gives the percentage change in the L2 statistic that occurs with its deletion
from the respective baseline model (model 3 or model 6).
value of 22.2%, is the best single predictor of distributions across fields
of study for this group. The effects on engineering are especially large,
where a one-standard-deviation increase in the natural log of per capita
GDP (i.e., the approximate difference between Romania and Bulgaria)
corresponds to a decrease of 25% in female representation (exp[.29]p
.75).
These economic development effects are very robust. In a series of
supplementary models, we find no evidence that our GDP term is ab-
sorbing effects of correlated but causally unrelated variables. For example,
we have tested and rejected arguments holding that the GDP effect
is attributable to cross-national variability in the prestige of science, or
that it reflects differential linkages to the global institutions that promote
gender-egalitarian agendas.29 To account for the longer tradition of female
scientific and professional employment in formerly Soviet states (Van der
Lippe and Van Dijk 2002), we also considered GDP effects net of an
Eastern Europe indicator variable. This resulted in no substantive
changes in the effects of GDP or other covariates in the model.30 De-
mographic variables, such as national fertility rates and average age at
29 We measured the former using international science citation rates and the latter
using memberships in international organizations. For arguments on world-cultural
linkages and the status of science, see Schofer and Meyer (2005) and Drori et al. (2003).
30 Consistent with patterns shown in fig. 1, the results of this multivariate model showed
relatively strong representation of Eastern European women in engineering, but also
in the humanities and social sciences.
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first marriage, were explored as well. In no case were the segregative
relationships with GDP eliminated.31 The economic development effects
observed for this subsample may be due to diminishing economic con-
straints on women’s educational choices with growing national prosperity.
As we demonstrate below, however, this effect does not hold for advanced
industrial countries. We discuss the context dependence of this relationship
further on.
Interestingly, our variable measuring mathematical affinity does not
survive deletion for this country group. The relationship between curric-
ular distributions and gender-differentiated affinities that was revealed in
table 4 (pooled model) thus holds primarily for advanced industrial so-
cieties, as expected.
Regarding our two indicators of female economic opportunity (labor
force %female and professions %female), results are again mixed—some
segregative, some integrative. As was the case for the pooled models, both
indicators are negatively related to female representation in math/natural
science and health/other, and both are positively related to female rep-
resentation in the humanities and social sciences. The strongest support
for rational-choice and neoinstitutionalist arguments can be found in the
positive association between female labor force participation and women’s
presence in engineering.32 This positive effect of labor force participation
is, however, partially offset by a negative effect of professions %female
on engineering. It would appear that increased professional opportunities
in less-developed and transitional societies more often lead women to
invest in credentials applicable to teaching and legal careers than to tech-
nical or scientific careers.
Finally, we find support for arguments linking sex segregation to struc-
tural features of educational systems. In less economically developed coun-
tries, expansion of higher education (but not structural diversification) is
associated with increased segregation of some fields. We suggested earlier
that class or academic prowess may trump gender in small and highly
31 We also considered the possibility that the weaker sex segregation in low-GDP
countries is attributable to men’s greater tendency to study science and engineering
abroad. Because data on rates of international study are missing or unreliable for many
developing countries, this relationship could not be formally modeled. However, in-
formal comparison of available figures lends little support to this hypothesis because
the numbers of students studying abroad are too small to sufficiently affect gender
ratios.
32 This effect of female labor force participation differs in direction from that reported
for the pooled model. We speculate that women living in societies characterized by
low levels of material prosperity and high levels of female employment will more often
invest in credentials that will secure access to occupations that they (and their parents)
believe will be lucrative and supportive of national economic development. Engineering
is likely one such occupation.
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selective systems of higher education. The covariate effects displayed in
table 7 indicate that system size is indeed negatively associated with
women’s representation in engineering and positively associated with
women’s representation in both humanities/social science and health/other
for this country group. No such effects are found for advanced industrial
countries, however. It may be that the segregative influence of large sys-
tems is greater in developing/transitional societies because curricular and
career choices are less widely understood as self-expressive acts in these
contexts. In advanced industrial societies, by contrast, the culling effects
associated with small system size may not be strong enough to offset
widely diffused cultural ideals of gendered self-expression, which influence
even the most elite, proficient students.
To insure that our results are not disproportionately influenced by ex-
treme values, we have conducted robustness checks using a sample that
excludes Iran, Jordan, and Tunisia, all potential outliers on the labor force
%female variable. In no case did the direction of parameter effects differ
from those shown in table 7 (or table 4 for the pooled models). In addition,
we have assessed zero-order effects by computing four univariate models
(one for each covariate in model 3). With the exception of minor differences
for the two employment-related variables, these yield parameter estimates
consistent with those shown in table 7.
Advanced Industrial Countries
The best single predictor of gender distributions across fields of study in
advanced industrial societies is the size of the gender gap in affinity for
mathematics, which accounts for 28.3% of cross-national variability in
sex segregation (table 7). All field-specific effects of this covariate are
consistent in direction to those displayed in table 4 for the pooled model.
But effect sizes are much larger this time. The largest positive coefficient
is found for the math/natural science field, where an increase of one
standard deviation in girls’ affinity for math increases female represen-
tation by approximately 31% (exp[.27] p 1.31). The same increase pro-
duces a decrease of 27% in female representation in the health/other field
(exp[.32] p .73). Effects of affinity for science (not shown) closely ap-
proximate those presented for mathematics.33
With respect to postindustrialism, we again find the most pronounced
effect for the health/other category. The effect is quite large, with a one-
standard-deviation increase in the postindustrialism index (approximately
33 We prefer the mathematics variable because the study of advanced mathematics is
required for most engineering and natural science degrees and because data on affinity
for science were missing for one country (Austria).
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the difference between Switzerland and Sweden) corresponding to an
increase of 28% in women’s representation in the health/other field
(exp[.25] p 1.28). Postindustrial economic restructuring appears to in-
crease the propensity for women in advanced industrial countries to pur-
sue credentials required for health-care-related careers, for example, as
nurses, medical technicians, and doctors. As with the pooled models, post-
industrialism is negatively related to female representation in the other
three fields, in part because the exceptionally strong effect for health/other
pushes all other coefficients—including that for humanities/social sci-
ence—into negative territory.34
As expected, the effects of tertiary educational diversification were
stronger in advanced industrial than in developing/transitional societies.
Effects vary by field in ways that are not clearly segregative or integrative,
however. Coefficients for the two male-typed categories (engineering and
math/natural science) show mutually opposing signs, as do those for the
two female-typed categories (humanities/social science and health/other).
The largest effects are found for the latter two fields.35 The strong positive
effect of educational diversification on female representation in the hu-
manities and social sciences was expected, since this curricular category
includes female-labeled programs in business administration, service
trades, and preprimary education, many of which are rapidly expanding
at the nonuniversity (two-year) degree level. The proliferation of these
newer nonuniversity-track programs may result in the diversion of some
women away from more established two- and four-year programs in nurs-
ing and medical technology (which would help account for the negative
effect of diversification found for the health/other category). Coefficients
for the engineering and math/natural science categories are considerably
smaller. Women show a tendency for stronger representation in engi-
neering in systems with a larger nonuniversity sector, perhaps because
diversification implies “upgrading” to the tertiary educational level of
more vocationally oriented engineering trades, such as technical drafting
and surveying.
Effects of girls’ math achievement are relatively small and inconsistent
across the two mathematically oriented fields. It is noteworthy that effects
34 Recall that these terms are constrained to sum to zero within each country.
35 Effects found here for the humanities/social science and health/other categories cor-
respond closely, in both size and direction, to those documented previously for advanced
industrial societies (Charles and Bradley 2002, table 4b). With respect to the engineering
and math/natural science fields, both studies find relatively small diversification effects,
but the direction of these effects differs across studies. Possible reasons for this disparity
include the larger sample of advanced industrial countries used for the present analysis
(19 compared to 12), and the different model specifications (tertiary educational di-
versification is the only common covariate).
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of mathematical affinities hold net of any aggregate-level gender differ-
ences in achievement.
Our preferred specification for this country group includes no GDP
term. We surmise that the positive bivariate correlations reported above
for this country group are largely attributable to the larger service sectors
and larger gender gaps in curricular affinities in advanced industrial so-
cieties. In a series of four univariate models, the gender gap in affinity
for mathematics shows the largest zero-order effect, with the direction of
field-specific terms in all cases consistent with those shown in table 7
(results available on request).36
Summary of Findings from Multivariate Models
Rather than linear modernization effects, our results reveal two distinct
sex segregation regimes, with different causal mechanisms influencing the
gender composition of educational fields in advanced industrial and de-
veloping/transitional societies. In the former group, the most important
single predictor is the size of the gender gap in expressed affinity for
mathematics. In societies where girls report a stronger aversion to math-
ematics (relative to boys), fewer women in fact complete degrees in math-
intensive fields. For the developing/transitional group, the largest effect
is found for per capita GDP. But contrary to the predictions of evolu-
tionary theories, we find a negative effect of this variable on women’s
representation in typically male-labeled technical and scientific fields and
a positive effect on the human-centered and expressive fields. We discuss
these major findings in our concluding section.
Modern structural features of labor markets and educational systems
also show many segregative effects, although the nature of these effects
varies across country groups. In less-developed and transitional countries,
female representation in humanities and social science programs is pos-
itively associated with three modern structural features: high rates of
female employment, a strong presence of women in the professions, and
large systems of higher education. From a neoclassical economic per-
spective, these relationships are not surprising; humanities and social sci-
ence degrees support entry into teaching, law, and business occupations,
which are often among the first to draw large numbers of college-educated
women. In advanced industrial countries, women’s representation in the
health/other field is stronger where economies are more highly rationalized
and service-based. This result is consistent with previous research linking
36 More substantial differences between zero-order and multivariate parameter esti-
mates are found for other covariates. These are largely attributable to a relatively
strong correlation between postindustrialism and educational diversification (rp .51).
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postindustrial economic restructuring to gender-differentiated career paths
(Oppenheimer 1970; Charles 2005). Results suggest, moreover, that di-
versification of higher education promotes increased concentration of
women in humanities and social science fields (but also in engineering)
in advanced industrial societies.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Enormous growth in female university enrollments since World War II
has been accompanied by dramatic improvements on many other di-
mensions of women’s status. But the results of the present analysis provide
little evidence that these gains represent part of a secular degendering of
educational institutions. In fact, we find that sex segregation by field of
study is on average more pronounced in advanced industrial societies.
Our analyses reveal important discontinuities in the relationship between
economic development and sex segregation, however. Specifically, they
point to the operation of distinct sex segregation regimes in materialist
and postmaterialist contexts.
In developing and transitional societies, multivariate models confirm a
net tendency for greater segregation as per capita GDP increases. We
suggest that economic modernization does not have the degendering effect
that modernization scholars expect because realization of any preference
for lower-paid female-typed careers is more constrained (and less cultur-
ally legitimate) under conditions of greater scarcity.37 From this perspec-
tive, increasing sex segregation may reflect decreasing normative and ma-
terial pressures for university-educated persons, regardless of gender, to
obtain credentials in lucrative scientific and technical fields and to build
human capital in fields (like engineering and the natural sciences) that
are deemed crucial for national development and competitiveness in the
international economy. In other words, instrumental goals of material
security and national economic development are decreasingly central to
curricular decisions (by students themselves, parents, family members,
and educational gatekeepers) as national prosperity grows. But this seg-
regative GDP effect is measurable only up to a point.
Among advanced industrial societies, further increases in national pros-
perity (GDP) do not exert a segregative effect on curricular distributions
because existential security is now widely taken for granted at the mass-
37 Consistent with this argument, Gharibyan (2006) attributes Bulgarian women’s
strong representation in computer science programs to the absence in that culture of
an expectation that one will “love” one’s job. Instead, she says, both men and women
are attracted to computer science because of its potential to provide a financially secure
future.
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societal level. Strongly diversified university curricula are commonly cel-
ebrated as instruments for individual self-realization in these contexts.
Sacrificing material rewards in order to pursue a passion (or presumed
passion) is more culturally legitimate—especially for women, who are
generally not expected to be primary breadwinners. As individuals seek
to express their essential (male and female) selves, the gender labeling of
academic fields intensifies, and distributions across these fields become
more closely aligned with gender-specific curricular dispositions. Cross-
national variability in girls’ relative mathematical affinities (rather than
variability in economic capacities to realize such affinities) thus becomes
a decisive determinant of gender distributions across curricular fields in
advanced industrial segregation regimes.
Mean difference scores showing that adolescents’ dispositions toward
mathematics are more gender typed in advanced industrial than in de-
veloping and transitional societies suggest that gender-essentialist ideology
may indeed interact with self-expressive ideals to generate powerful self-
fulfilling prophesies. Because beliefs about innate gender difference are
so pervasive and so deeply institutionalized, self-expressive value systems
not only promote realization of gendered affinities, but also likely en-
courage their development and performative display. The resultant in-
creases in the sex segregation of educational fields and labor markets
reinforce stereotypes of men as naturally more math-inclined and ana-
lytical and of women as naturally suited for activities involving personal
interaction and nurturance. Real or presumed female aversion to math-
ematics will in turn more often translate into gender-differentiated cur-
ricular distributions in cultural contexts where self-expression is highly
valued. Self-expressive ideology, gender essentialism, and material security
thus combine to support a positive-feedback system. Data permitting,
future research should explore these dynamic effects directly through anal-
ysis of historical trends in select national contexts.
Structural trends in labor markets and educational systems have further
encouraged sex segregation by field of study in advanced industrial so-
cieties and elsewhere. Girls may be less likely to pursue (and express
affinity for) mathematics and science curricula when a wide array of
female-labeled and potentially fulfilling career options present themselves
in the service sector of the economy. Similarly, we suspect that postwar
efforts to increase female university enrollment and expand programmatic
choice have encouraged a closer alignment between gender identities,
curricular dispositions, and programmatic choices. In other words, there
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is much room for societal influence in the cultivation and expression of
individual preferences.38
The uneven progress toward gender equalization in higher education
may be attributable to different cultural logics underlying different forms
of inequality. Modern universalistic ideals are clearly inconsistent with
the blatant discriminatory practices that have historically supported male
enrollment monopolies in elite universities and colleges. But the liberal
individualistic variety of egalitarianism that predominates today in ad-
vanced industrial societies emphasizes formal procedural equality, a prin-
ciple that can exist quite comfortably alongside essentialist representations
of gender difference. Sex segregation by field of study is ideologically
compatible with liberal egalitarianism because it appears to reflect the
naturally distinct preferences and aspirations of formally equal men and
women. Our findings challenge notions of gender equality as a unitary
entity and contribute to an emergent body of literature that advances a
multidimensional conceptualization of women’s status (Bradley and Khor
1993; Charles and Grusky 2004; Lopez-Claros and Zahidi 2005; Mandel
and Semyonov 2006; Wiseman 2008).
Should We Be Concerned?
Sex segregation by field of study is widely understood to represent the
outcome of free choices by autonomous, but fundamentally gendered,
individuals. It thus corresponds to a “different but equal” version of gender
egalitarianism that resonates strongly with citizens of even the most ideo-
logically progressive societies. Should we, then, be concerned about
whether men and women receive degrees in different fields? We suggest
three reasons why sex segregation by field of study should be of more
than theoretical interest.
The first reason is that segregation may have feedback effects. Gender
differentiation of life activities reinforces essentialist stereotypes and pref-
erences and establishes boundaries of normative behavior so that sub-
sequent generations of boys and girls do not perceive a full range of
educational, career, and life options.
A second reason for concern is that “separate but equal” allocational
principles rarely work well in practice, especially when power differentials
come into play. A large American literature on the payoff to human capital
investments suggests that degrees in female-dominated fields such as the
humanities and social sciences translate into considerably lower incomes
than do scientific and technical degrees (National Center for Educational
38 A recent cross-national analysis by Penner (2008) suggests that gender differences
in math achievement are also related to social and cultural factors.
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Statistics 2003; Roksa 2005). The causal direction of the association be-
tween occupational pay and gender composition remains an open em-
pirical question.
Finally, sex segregation by field of study is of concern because of severe
shortages of technical and scientific personnel in both industrializing and
industrialized countries. International organizations, government agen-
cies, and professional societies have recently been issuing dire warnings
that the “wastage” of competent women may undermine national com-
petitiveness or increase reliance on outsourcing and immigrant labor
(UNESCO 1996b; National Academy of Engineering 2004; National
Academy of Sciences 2005; European Commission Directorate-General
for Research 2006).39 Women thus represent an untapped reserve army
of (native-born) engineers, natural scientists, and technicians. Their re-
cruitment to these fields is increasingly treated as an urgent priority in
many countries.40
What Can Be Done?
The results of this and other studies suggest that educators, parents, and
outreach agents who wish to encourage female entry into technical and
math-intensive fields should first and foremost avoid reinforcing stereo-
types about what boys and girls “like” and what they are good at. There
is much evidence that widespread cultural beliefs about gender difference
influence individuals’ preferences and perceptions and bias evaluations
of self and others (see, e.g., Collis and Williams 1987; Eagly, Wood, and
Diekman 2000; Correll 2001, 2004; Fenstermaker and West 2002; Lee
2002; Ayalon 2003; Pronin, Steele, and Ross 2003; Ridgeway and Correll
2004). A shrinking gender gap in achievement and an observed conver-
gence in boys’ and girls’ high school math and science coursetaking may
be the first signs of a cultural shift in the United States (Goldin, Katz,
and Kuziemko 2006), but it is also striking that capable American girls
and women continue to express doubts about their mathematical abilities
(Eccles 2007; Noel-Levitz 2007). Because gender-essentialist beliefs are so
deeply held and so widely institutionalized in advanced industrial soci-
39 From a more essentialist perspective, some scholars have suggested that entry of
more female scientists will transform the nature of science, broadening the focus of
research and altering the framework by which research findings are interpreted and
linked to practice (e.g., Fox 2001; Bystydzienski and Bird 2006).
40 Policy initiatives focus heavily on integrating engineering, computer science, and
other physical science fields. The gender gap tends to be considerably smaller in the
life sciences (National Science Foundation 2001; Jacobs 2003; OECD 2004; England
et al. 2007).
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eties, any ideologically driven integration of academic fields is likely to
occur slowly.
Meanwhile, strategic changes in the organization of secondary and post-
secondary education may help to reduce gender labeling of fields, limit
the influence of gender stereotypes on curricular trajectories, and create
opportunities for building communities of mathematically and technically
competent girls and women. Previous comparative and historical research
provides evidence that limitations on curricular choice—either through
universal requirements for math and science coursework throughout sec-
ondary school or through stronger reliance on merit-based curricular
placement—results in stronger representation of women in scientific and
technical fields and a weaker influence of peers on students’ educational
aspirations (OECD 1986; Barinaga 1994; Hanson, Schaub, and Baker
1996; Buchmann and Dalton 2002).41 Such restrictive educational policies
are strongly at odds with practices in the United States and many other
advanced industrial societies, where high-level math and science are op-
tional and “freedom of choice” is widely celebrated (Frank and Meyer
2002; Schwartz 2004). But social pressures to conform to gender norms
often peak during adolescence (Entwisle and Greenberger 1972; Gaskell
1985). Allowing girls to opt out of science and mathematics courses during
their teenage years increases sex segregation in higher education by lim-
iting subsequent curricular options (Charles et al. 2001; Xie and Shauman
2003), by reducing the likelihood that a stereotype-eroding critical mass
of high-achieving girls will be attained in male-typed programs (Riegle-
Crumb, Farkas, and Muller 2006; Frank et al. 2008), and by reinforcing
the gender labeling of scientific and mathematical activities.42 While more
universal secondary school requirements may strike some as antidemo-
cratic, this concern must be balanced against the possibility that girls’
and boys’ seemingly free choices are constrained by taken-for-granted
assumptions about what they will like and what they are good at and by
the social sanctions that they may anticipate should they elect to pursue
gender-atypical educational and career paths.
41 Under communist regimes in some eastern and central European countries, both
boys and girls were required to study math and science throughout secondary school.
Gerber and Schaefer (2004) report that the growing emphasis on individual choice has
been accompanied by a greater intrusion of gender stereotyping into the Russian sys-
tem. Restrictions on choice at the secondary or tertiary levels are also found in Turkey,
Ireland, and Korea, all countries where women are relatively well represented in
computer science programs (Charles and Bradley 2006). We do not find strong female
representation in engineering in these countries, but women are slightly overrepresented
in mathematics and natural science programs in all three.
42 For some of these reasons, a 1993 U.K. white paper recommended that all students
be required to study at least one technical subject until age 16 (Lightbody and Durndell
1998).
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Enrollment in single-sex secondary schools or classrooms has been sug-
gested as one means of reducing the salience of gender and the frequency
of gender performances during the formative adolescent years (Thompson
2003). Although some beneficial psychological and pedagogic effects have
been documented (Lee and Marks 1990; Shapka and Keating 2003), any
large-scale initiative toward single-sex education would undoubtedly
bring a host of unintended consequences (e.g., Datnow, Hubbard, and
Conchas 2001). More important, we note that the philosophical rationale
for single-sex educational policy initiatives is often based upon those very
same gender-essentialist presumptions that have helped give rise to the
segregation of scientific and technical fields in the first place (Hoff Som-
mers 2000; Gurian 2002). Intentional sex segregation of public schools or
high school mathematics classes strikes us as an unrealistic policy option.
Trajectories of Development
Our results also raise questions regarding the future of sex segregation in
less-developed and transitional economies. Will rising levels of material
affluence and structural modernization be accompanied by convergence
on a common advanced-industrial segregation regime? Although this re-
mains an open question, some evidence points to distinct historical tra-
jectories of development. Stinchcombe (1965) has argued that organiza-
tional forms are imprinted by the environmental conditions operative
during the time of their establishment or expansion. We observe that some
degree programs and organizational practices that are now found in the
postindustrial West evolved during a historical era when essentialist rep-
resentations of gender difference were explicitly built into educational
policy making. When the above-quoted UNESCO passage was written
in 1953, for example, the potential social and economic costs associated
with sex segregation seemed to warrant no mention. The resultant policies
(e.g., curricular offerings, structural diversification, tracking) facilitated
women’s entry into higher education while simultaneously encouraging
and legitimizing gendered educational pathways in the United States and
Europe.
The international norms governing educational policy making have
changed since the postwar era. Although gender-essentialist beliefs still
deeply permeate popular culture and interpersonal relationships, they are
less often explicitly propagated by elite educational practitioners and
scholars, and the practice of creating male- or female-targeted educational
programs is decreasingly legitimate in international educational policy
circles (e.g., within the World Bank and UNESCO).43 These world-cul-
43 The delegitimation of references to innate gender difference by educational officials
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tural shifts may be more directly “imprinted” upon educational structures
that expanded during historical periods when overt gender stereotyping
was less normatively acceptable.
Variations in local circumstances are also important. In developing
countries, educational and economic policy makers have invested much
effort into expanding the supply of engineering and scientific labor because
these fields are today seen as engines of national development and because
of historically large outflows of qualified technical personnel to the West
(National Academy of Engineering 2004; National Academy of Sciences
2007). Such labor constraints may discourage the development of pro-
grams catering to perceived female aptitudes. In addition, the strong fe-
male presence in science and engineering found in some Asian countries
is partly attributable to weaker cultural beliefs in the “innateness” of
mathematics (Xie and Shauman 2003).
Conversely, convergence on the advanced industrial pattern may occur
through growing democratization of educational systems, which has been
linked to increasing sex segregation of curricular choice in some former
Soviet states (Gerber and Schaefer 2004). Our results suggest, moreover,
that growing affluence and postindustrial economic restructuring may be
accompanied by increasing sex segregation by field of study in some cur-
rently industrializing societies.
These findings point to a need for more cross-national and historical
research on how macrocultural beliefs, economic opportunity structures,
and educational transformations influence aspirations, curricular affini-
ties, and patterns of sex segregation in more and less economically de-
veloped countries. In particular, historical case studies and in-depth qual-
itative research conducted in countries that vary on key dimensions
considered here could help specify the mechanisms underlying relation-
ships that we have identified. More systematic comparative research is
also needed on how organizational features of secondary systems influence
gender distributions within and across institutions of higher education.
Conclusion
The second half of the 20th century has been characterized by a broad
diffusion of gender-egalitarian ideology and significant declines in the sort
of blatant discrimination that historically supported female exclusion from
high-status educational institutions. But gender-essentialist beliefs are
alive and well, and they appear to gather strength within the self-ex-
can be seen in the public outcry following a suggestion in 2005 by the then-president
of Harvard, Lawrence Summers, that women may be less capable than men of high-
level scientific and technical reasoning.
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pressive cultures that arise under advanced industrialism. Sex segregation
by field of study will not erode with economic or cultural modernization,
but will persist as long as persons continue to understand themselves,
their competencies, and their educational and occupational opportunities
in fundamentally gendered terms.
APPENDIX A
Data, Measures, and Sources
Sex Segregation Data
Data on male and female graduates’ distributions across fields of study
are taken from table 3.12 of UNESCO’s Statistical Yearbooks (1995,
1997, 1998). They pertain to the latest available year, which ranges from
1993 to 1998 (except for Malaysia, whose data are from 1990). Fields are
coded according to the international standard classification of education
(ISCED). In order to arrive at an internationally harmonized classification,
ISCED fields were collapsed into the following mutually exclusive and
exhaustive categories: (1) engineering; (2) math/natural science (including
computer science); (3) humanities/social science (education, humanities,
art, law, social and behavioral sciences, business, mass communications,
home economics, service trades); and (4) health/other (health, architecture,
trade, craft, transport, agriculture, other). In some countries, the engi-
neering category includes transport and communications (Bulgaria), trade,
craft, and industrial programs (Chile and Latvia), architecture (Israel),
or architecture and town planning, trade craft and industrial programs,
and some math and computer science (Japan). Australian and Malaysian
figures do not include vocational students. Data are aggregated across
ISCED tertiary levels 5, 6, and 7, which correspond to two-year vocational
colleges, four-year universities, and postgraduate programs, respectively.
Covariates
1. Economic development.—Natural log of 1990 GDP per capita (United
Nations Development Programme 1999).
2. Postindustrialism.—Mean of standardized scores on service-sector
size and employee-class size. Data are from the International Labour
Organisation’s (ILO) online LABORSTA database or (for France, In-
donesia, Philippines, Tunisia, and Turkey) the ILO’s (1992, 1994) Yearbook
of Labour Statistics.44 No data were available for Jordan, so we substituted
the mean values of the service-sector and employee-class variables cal-
44 The LABORSTA database is located at http://laborsta.ilo.org.
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culated for the developing/transitional subsample. Because of changes in
the ILO’s classification of industries and employment status during the
early 1990s, data are for 1993–95 unless otherwise noted.
(a) Share of the labor force working in service industries.—Workers in
industrial categories 6, 7, 8, and 9 (“trade, restaurants, and hotels,” “trans-
port and communication,” “financing and business services,” and “com-
munity, social, and personal services”) as a percentage of the total labor
force, excluding individuals whose industrial location was “not adequately
defined.” Data were collected outside our 1993–95 target period for Tunisia
(1989), Ireland (1991), Belgium, Greece, Indonesia, and Italy (1992), Iran
and Latvia (1996), South Africa (2000), and Macedonia (2002).
(b) Share of the labor force working as employees.—Workers in status
category 1 (“employee”) as a percentage of the total labor force, excluding
individuals “not classified by status.” Data were collected outside our
1993–95 target period for Tunisia (1989), Indonesia (1992), Chile, Iran,
and Norway (1996), Macedonia (1997), Cyprus (1999), South Africa (2001),
and Bulgaria (2003).
3. Labor force %female, 1990.—Source: United Nations 1999, table 3.6;
values for Czech Republic, Jordan, Latvia, and Russia are taken from
table 3.8.
4. Professions %female, 1990.—Source: United Nations 1999, table 3.6;
values for Czech Republic, Jordan, Latvia, and Russia are taken from
the ILO’s LABORSTA database and cover the years 1979 (Jordan), 1991
(Czech Republic), and 2000 (Latvia and Russia).
5. Tertiary system size.—Natural logarithm of total enrolled students.
Survey years are matched as closely as possible to those used to calculate
the sex segregation values. Source: UNESCO 1992, 1995, 1996a, 1997,
1998, table 3.11.
6. Educational diversification.—Students enrolled in level-5 programs
(“programs leading to an award not equivalent to a first university degree”)
as a percentage of all higher education students. Survey years are matched
as closely as possible to those used to calculate the sex segregation values.
Source: UNESCO 1992, 1995, 1996a, 1997, 1998, table 3.11.
7. Graduates %female.—Source: UNESCO 1995, 1997, 1998. Survey
years correspond to those used to calculate the sex segregation values.
8. Girls’ affinity for math.—Measured as the difference (girls  boys)
between the percentage of girls and the percentage of boys who claim to
“like mathematics” plus the difference between the percentage of girls and
the percentage of boys who claim to “like mathematics a lot.” Girls and
boys are surveyed at the eighth-grade level. Source: TIMSS 1995 survey
where available, else 1999.
9. Girls’ math achievement.—Difference between national average
mathematics achievement scores of eighth-grade girls and eighth-grade
boys (girls  boys). Source: TIMSS 1995, 1999.
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